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Abstract— Mixed monotone systems form an important class
of nonlinear systems that have recently received attention
in abstraction-based control design area. Slightly different
definitions exist in the literature, and it remains a challenge to
verify mixed monotonicity of a system in general. In this paper,
we first clarify the relation between different existing definitions
of mixed monotone system, and then provide a new and more
general sufficient condition for mixed monotonicity. Discussions
are provided regarding to these two main contributions.
I. INTRODUCTION
Mixed monotonicity is a property of a function that gen-
eralizes monotonicity. The latter one captures the property
that the images of a function preserve the order of their pre-
images, while the former one refers to the fact that a function
can be decomposed into a monotonically increasing part
and a monotonically decreasing part. Apparently a monotone
function is trivially a mixed monotone function with either
the decreasing part or the increasing part being constant and
zero.
In this paper, we study a special class of nonlinear dy-
namical systems called mixed monotone systems. A notable
property of such systems is that their flow maps are mixed
monotone functions. With this property, we can efficiently
approximate the system’s states at any time (and hence the
trajectories) according to the system’s initial states. Previ-
ously, mixed monotonicity of a dynamical system is used for
qualitative system analysis, including analyzing global sta-
bility [8], [3], and studying convergence relation between the
solutions to a parabolic system and its corresponding elliptic
system [7]. Recently, mixed monotone systems has attracted
some attention in the area of abstraction-based controller
synthesis [4], [9]. In these works, the mixed monotonicity
of a system is used for quantitative reachability analysis
and abstraction computation. Moreover, unlike the earlier
works focusing on qualitative analysis, these new works
study mixed monotone systems defined on some compact
region not necessarily invariant under the dynamics.
Despite the usefulness of mixed monotonicity in both
qualitative and quantitative analysis, the definition of mixed
monotone system is not completely consistent in the lit-
erature. The authors notice that mixed monotone systems
have two slightly different (but highly related) definitions
in the literature [5], [4]. Moreover, it remains unclear how
to verify the mixed monotonicity of a function or a system
in general. Instead, there are only some sufficient conditions
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[3], [5] available for checking mixed monotonicity. Aimed at
solving these challenges, we present two main contributions
of this paper. We first clarify two different definitions of
mixed monotone systems existing in the literature, then we
give a more general sufficient condition that can be used to
verify mixed monotonicity. This novel sufficient condition
is especially useful when the considered function for which
mixed monotonicity is to be verified is defined on a compact
region. Some discussions are provided along the way in
section III.
II. PRELIMINARIES
Let Rn be n-dimensional Euclidean space. By convention,
we use bold font lower-case letter, e.g. x, to denote a vector
from Rn (or any other general vector space). Subscript i in
xi will be used to distinguish different vectors, while normal
font xi is used to denote the ith component of a vector x.
Next, we give some definitions and preliminary results
related to mixed monotone function/system.
Definition 1: (Proper Cone [2]) Let X be a real vector
space, a set K ⊆ X is a cone if it is closed under non-
negative scaling, i.e.,
x ∈ K, a ≥ 0⇒ ax ∈ K. (1)
Furthermore, a cone K is said to be proper if it is:
1. convex: x1, x2 ∈ K, a1, a2 ≥ 0⇒ a1x1 + a2x2 ∈ K1;
2. pointed: x ∈ K, a < 0⇒ ax /∈ K.
3. closed: {xn}∞n=1 ⊆ K and limn→∞ xn = x implies
x ∈ K;
4. solid: K has nonempty interior.
Definition 2: (Generalized Inequality) A proper cone
K ⊆ X defines a partial order on X in the following sense:
x, y ∈ X : x  y iff x− y ∈ K. (2)
Similarly one can define .
Remark 1: The order  induced by a proper cone K is
indeed a partial order. First note that 0 ∈ K by letting a = 0
in Eq. (1), hence x − x = 0 ∈ K, which means x  x
and the induced order is reflexive. By convexity of K, the
induced order is transitive, i.e., x  y and y  z implies that
x  z. By pointedness, the induced order is antisymmetric,
i.e., x  y and y  x implies x = y. Moreover, if cone
K is closed, the induced  is preserved under limitation;
if K is solid, the it allow us to define strict inequality as
x  y iff x− y ∈ int(K).
1Note that together with Eq. (1), this is the same as usual convexity of a
set, where a1 ∈ [0, 1] and a2 = 1− a1.
Definition 3: (Monotone Mapping) Let f : X → T be a
mapping, and let X and T be the partial orders induced
by some cones defined on X and T . Mapping f is said to
be monotone if it is order preserving, that is,
x, y ∈ X , x X y⇒ f(x) T f(y). (3)
Definition 4: (Mixed Monotone Mapping) Mapping f :
X → T is mixed monotone if there exists g : X × X → T
satisfying the following:
1. f is “embedded” on the diagonal of g, i.e., g(x, x) =
f(x);
2. g is monotone increasing in terms of the first argument,
i.e., x1 X x2,⇒ g(x1, y) T g(x2, y);
3. g is monotone decreasing in terms of the second argu-
ment, i.e., y1 X y2 ⇒ g(x, y1) T g(x, y2).
g is called a decomposition function of f .
Usually, monotonicity and mixed monotonicity are defined
in terms of the so called positive cone [4], [1], definition of
which is very similar to that of a proper cone, except that a
positive cone is not required to be closed or solid. The results
that are to be presented hold for mixed monotone systems
defined by a positive cone. In many important applications,
however, the cones used to define the orders also turn out to
be proper.
The following theorem allows us to approximate the values
of a mixed monotone function in some region, using its
decomposition function.
Proposition 1: (Theorem 1 in [4]) Let f : X → T be
a mapping, X and T be the partial orders induced by
some cones defined on X and T , and X = {x ∈ X | x X
x X x}. Assume f is mixed monotone with decomposition
function g : X × X → T , then
g(x, x) T f(x) T g(x, x),∀x ∈ X. (4)
Definition 5: (Mixed Monotone System) For simplicity,
consider autonomous system governed by differential equa-
tion ẋ = f(x), where x ∈ X ⊆ Rn is the state. Let
Φt : X → X be the flow that maps the initial state at time
instant 0 to final state at time instant t. The system is called
mixed monotone if its flow map Φt is mixed monotone (i.e.,
satisfying Definition 4) for all t such that Φt is defined.
To this point, we have all the definitions needed in this
paper regarding to mixed monotone functions and systems.
Note that these concepts are defined in general ordered real
vector spaces. In many cases, however, the space we consider
is Rn and the partial order is induced by an orthant in
Rn. In particular, if the orthant is the positive quadrant,
then the induced order is simply element-wise ≤ in Rn.
In what follows, we will only consider (mixed) monotone
functions/systems in Rn w.r.t. orthant-induced orders.
III. MAIN RESULTS
In this section, we present the main results in this paper.
We first clarify the relation between two different definitions
of mixed monotone systems in the literature, and then give
a sufficient condition for mixed monotonicity of a function.
A. On the Relation Between Two Different Definitions of
Mixed Monotone Systems
This section tries to clarify the relation between mixed
monotone systems (as defined in Section II) and systems
with mixed monotone vector fields. Note that the two types
of systems are different conceptually: the former ones are
defined to have mixed monotone flow map, while the latter
ones have mixed monotone vector field. The authors notice
that both type of systems are called mixed monotone by
some works in literature. [5], [4], [3]. On the other hand,
however, there is a nice result in [1] showing monotonicity
of the vector field implies that of the flow map. Therefore,
an analogue question to ask is: for a given system ẋ = f(x),
does the fact that the vector field f is mixed monotone also
implies the flow map Φt to be mixed monotone?
To answer this question, we have the following result.
Theorem 1: Given system ẋ = f(x), where state x ∈
X ⊆ Rn and vector field f is defined on some open set
X̃ containing set X , assume that f is locally Lipschitz on
X̃ and is mixed monotone, the system is forward complete,
and the domain X is positively invariant under the considered
dynamics. Then, the flow map Φt is mixed monotone.
Proof: Denote the system by Σ : ẋ = f(x). Let f be
a mixed monotone map and g be f ’s decomposition func-
tion. We prove Theorem 1 by constructing a decomposition
function for Φt using g.
We start by the standard trick of constructing an “embed-
ding system” [6], i.e., consider the following system
ΣE :
{
ẋ = g(x, y)
ẏ = g(y, x)
(5)
where g is a decomposition function of f . For system (5),
one can make the following observations:
(i) the embedding system has monotone vector field, under
the following order defined on X × X :
(x1, y1) X×X (x2, y2) iff x1 X x2 and y1 X y2;
(6)
(ii) diagonal D := {(x, y) ∈ X × X | x = y} is invariant
under Φt, the flow map of Σ;
(iii) when state (x, y) stays on the diagonal D, we have ẋ =
f(x) = ẏ = f(y).
In other words, the dynamics of the system Σ is “embedded”
on the diagonal of that of ΣE.
Since ΣE has monotone vector field (observation (i)), by
the infinitesimal characterization of monotone systems given
by [1], ΣE has monotone flow Ψt under the same order in
the state space X × X , i.e.,
(x1, y1) X×X (x2, y2)⇒ Ψt(x1, y1) X×X Ψt(x2, y2).
(7)
Moreover, by observations (ii) and (iii), we have
Φt(x) = Ψt(x, x) (8)
Now combining (6), (7) and (8) leads to the fact that Ψt
is a decomposition function of Φt. Hence Φt is a mixed
monotone map and Σ is a mixed monotone system by
definition.
A few remarks are in order. The usefulness of Theorem 1
lies in that one can obtain a decomposition function of the
vector field for a time discretization of a system from that of
the associated continuous-time system. To be specific, given
a system ẋ = f(x) satisfying the hypotheses in Theorem
1, let g be the decomposition function of f . The discrete-
time system with sampling time ∆ is simply governed by
difference equation x+ = Φt(x), where Φt is the flow map;
and t = n∆ are the sampling time instants. If one can
somehow find Ψt, the flow map of the embedding system,
one automatically obtains a decomposition function for Φt,
which is the right-hand-side of the time-discretized system
equation.
In many control applications, system modeling is done in
continuous-time, with the system equation derived by some
governing physical principles, while there are controller
design techniques developed for discrete-time models. In
such cases, Theorem 1 can be used to leverage mixed
monotonicity in the design procedure.
B. A New Sufficient Condition for Mixed Monotonicity
In this part we give a sufficient condition for a function
to be mixed monotone. Particularly, we prove its sufficiency
by constructing a decomposition function.
Theorem 2: Assume f : Rn → Rm is differentiable, and
∂fi
∂xj
(x) ∈ [aij , bij ],∀x ∈ X ⊆ Rn, (9)
where aij and bij are finite real numbers, then f is mixed
monotone on X , under element-wise order ≤ on Rn and
Rm.
Proof: We prove Theorem 2 by constructing a de-
composition function for f , then f is mixed monotone by
definition.
By assumption ∂fi∂xj (x) ∈ [aij , bij ] for all x ∈ X , the
interval [aij , bij ] must satisfy at least one of the following
four cases:
case 1: sign-stable positive aij ≥ 0
case 2: sign-unstable “positive” aij ≤ 0, bij ≥ 0,
|aij | ≤ |bij |
case 3: sign-unstable “negative” aij ≤ 0, bij ≥ 0,
|aij | ≥ |bij |
case 4: sign-stable negative bij ≤ 0.
According to the above cases, define g : Rn×Rn → Rm as
∀i ∈ 1 . . . ,m :
gi(x, y) = fi(z) + (αi − βi)T (x− y), (10)
where z = [z1, . . . , zn]T , αi = [αi1, . . . , αin]T , βi =
[βi1, . . . , βin]
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where ε is a small positive number.
Next we show that g is a decomposition function of f .
1. Obviously g(x, x) = f(x) by equations (10) and (11).
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It follows from definition 4 that g is a decomposition function
of f and hence Theorem 2 is proved.
We now discuss some implications of this result. By The-
orem 2, all differentiable functions with continuous partial
derivatives are mixed monotone on a compact set, because
the partial derivatives are bounded on the compact set, and
hence satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 2.
Theorem 2 is a natural extension of the result in [4], which
only handles the case with sign-stable partial derivatives. The
idea here is to use linear terms to create additional offset to
overcome the sign-unstable partial derivatives, which leads to
a decomposition. In the case where all the partial derivatives
∂fi
∂xj
are sign-stable, the decomposition function constructed
by Theorem 2 gives a tight approximation in Proposition
1, that is, the inequality in equation (4) reduces to equality
at some x ∈ X [4]. However this is not true when there
are sign-unstable partial derivatives. Thus in general the
approximation given by Proposition 1 might be conserva-
tive when using the decomposition function constructed in
Theorem 2. However, one can reduce such conservatism by
dividing region X into smaller subregions and applying the
same approximation on each subregion. Then the extremum
function value over region X can be obtained by combing the
extremum function values on those subregions. This divide-
and-conquer approach, of course, requires more computa-
tional effort because one need to approximate the ranges of
sign-unstable partial derivatives on each subregion.
Note that the construction of the decomposition function
requires to approximate the ranges of the sign-unstable par-
tial derivatives. Therefore, Theorem 2 together with Propo-
sition 1 “shift” the difficulty of approximating the function
value of f into approximating its partial derivatives ∂fi∂xj . By
doing such, the difficulty may not be reduced in general.
However, in many control applications, the considered sys-
tems including thermal system [9] and traffic network system
[5], are naturally (mixed) monotone. If one can approximate
the partial derivatives of system flow once and for all and
prove its (mixed) monotonicity, such properties can be used
to simplify the system analysis and design techniques.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper we studied mixed monotone functions and
systems. The relation between different definitions of mixed
monotone system in the literature were clarified, and a new
sufficient condition for mixed monotonicity was proposed.
By our new condition, all continuously differentiable func-
tions defined on compact domains in Rn are mixed mono-
tone with respect to orthants. However, the approximation
technique by decomposition function is conservative when
applied to the systems satisfying the new condition. Hence,
finding better cones and better decompositions that would
lead to tighter approximations for a mixed monotone function
is still of interest.
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